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Abstra t. We present our MPI-BIP implementation, designed for Myrinet

networks, and based on MPICH. By using our Basi

Interfa e for Par-

allelism: BIP software layer, we obtain in this implementation of the
MPI proto ols results

lose to the peak hardware performan e of the

high speed Myrinet network. We present the proto ols we used to implement the MPI semanti s, and the overall design of the implementation.
We, then, present ben hmarks and appli ation results to show that this
design leads to parallel multi omputer-like throughput and laten y on a
luster of PC workstations.
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Introdu tion

In the last de ade, resear hers tried to use COWs (Cluster Of Workstations) as
parallel

omputers. These

lusters are typi ally

and are often programmed with

onne ted by Ethernet networks

ommuni ation libraries like PVM (Parallel Vir-

tual Ma hine [6℄), or MPI over IP (Internet Proto ol). There is two bottlene ks
in these solutions that

an restri t appli ation programmers to

oarse grain par-

allelism: either the network hardware (ethernet or fast ethernet) may not be
fast enough, or the

ommuni ation software (and this is parti ularly true for all

IP-based systems) may have too mu h overhead.
It is now possible to build a platform with e ient hardware and software
omponents. The pri e performan e ratio of COWs depends on:

The pro essing power

ommodity

alpha pro essors) now deliver

omponents (like Intel Pentium or DEC

ompetitive performan e.

The network speed Massively Parallel Pro essor te hnologies (SCI and Myrinet)
are available to inter onne t workstations.

The operating system free software operating systems (like Linux) provide
the exibility and performan e needed.

The

ommuni ation libraries

This arti le introdu e our works towards a high performan e implementation
of MPI for Myrinet-based

lusters using the BIP proto ols. We, rst, released

an MPI implementation on top of BIP in 1997 [15℄ using the MPICH Channel Interfa e. A re-implementation of MPI-BIP was done in 1998 (released in

? This work was supported partly by a Myri om grant and the Région Rhne-Alpes.

November) based on the work done at Myri om on the MPI-GM[1℄ implementation. The paper des ribes the design of the last implementation, most of it is
shared between MPI-GM and MPI-BIP.
The rst part of this paper introdu es previous works in this domain and
BIP. Then we present the design of MPI-BIP, our adaptation layer proto ol for
MPICH, followed by some performan e results.

2

Low-level layers

Methodologies for the design of proto ol sta ks
forman e networks. The bottlene k now
network and the host or the

hanged with the new high per-

an often be the interfa e between the

ommuni ation system if badly designed, espe ially

in regards to laten y. Several resear h teams proposed new approa hes:

A tive Messages (AM) [14℄ use an RPC-like (Remote Pro edure Call) me hanism. Ea h message begins with the address of a handler. It is exe uted by
the re eiver to integrate the data in the ongoing

omputation. A MPI im-

plementation on top of the AM is available [3℄.

Fast messages (FM) [11℄ use the same RPC-like system. They in lude a heavy
ow

ontrol proto ol. The designers of FM provide an implementation of

MPI [9℄.

PM [8℄ is a fast ommuni ation layer for the myrinet network. MPI was ported
to PM [10℄.

GM [1℄ is the native API for the myrinet hardware developed by myri om. MPI
is also available on top of GM.

Virtual Interfa e Ar hite ture (VIA) [5℄ Computer industry leaders (Mirosoft, Intel and Compaq) proposed a new software ar hite ture for an
e ient a

ess to the network hardware from the user appli ations. VIA

borrows a lot to U-Net [2℄. At the time of writing, no free implementation
of MPI is available for VIA.

2.1

BIP (Basi

Interfa e for Parallelism)

BIP [12℄ is a low level layer for the Myrinet network developed by our team in
Lyon. The goal of this proje t is to provide an e ient a
and to allow zero memory
raw link level ow

opy

ess to the hardware

ommuni ations. BIP only implements a very

ontrol. It is not meant to be use dire tly by the parallel

appli ation programmer as it supplies very few fun tionalities. Instead, higher
layers are expe ted to provide a development environement with a good fun tionality/performan e ratio.
The API of BIP is a

lassi al message passing interfa e. BIP provides both

blo king and non-blo king

ommuni ations. Communi ations are as reliable as

the network, errors are dete ted and in-order delivery is guaranteed. BIP is
omposed of a user library, a kernel module and a Network Interfa e Card (NIC)
program. The key points of the implementation are:

A user level a

ess to the network, avoiding system alls and memory opies

implied by the

lassi al design, be omes a key issue: the bandwidth of the

network (160 MB/s in our

ase and 133 MB/s for the I/O bus) is the same

order of magnitude than the speed of a memory

opy.

The long messages follow a rendez-vous semanti : the send is guaranteed to
omplete only if a
limited

orresponding re eive has been posted be ause of the

apa ity of the network. Messages are split into pa kets and the

ommuni ation steps are pipelined (see [13℄).

The small messages, be ause initializations and handshakes between the host
and NIC program are more expensive than a memory

opy for small mes-

sages, are dire tly written in the network board memory on the sending side
and,

opied in a queue in main memory on the re eiving side. The size of

this queue is stati , it is up to the appli ation to guarantee that no overow
o

urs. On the re eiving side, a memory

opy puts the message in the user

buer platform.
The

ommuni ation laten y of BIP is about 5.0

s, the

maximal bandwidth is

126 MB/s (95% of the PCI maximum whi h is the bottlene k in our
the maximum bandwidth is rea hed with a message size of 4KB (=

3

ase). Half

N1=2 ).

The internals of MPI-BIP

MPICH is organized in layers and designed to ease the porting to a new target.
The gure 2 presents our view of the MPICH framework, and at what level
we plugged the MPI-BIP spe i
depending on what

part, dierent ports

hoose dierent strategies

ommuni ation system they use.

There is an internal intermediate API inside MPICH

alled the Channel In-

terfa e often used for new ports. This API requires to implement a non blo king
send for the

ontrol messages (small messages used to ex hange informations be-

tween the MPI pro esses, as explained below) and the possibility to queue a high
number of asyn hronous requests. BIP does not fulll these requirements. That

1

is why we did not plug it at the Channel Interfa e level . We implemented our
network spe i

layer at a non-do umented interfa e level, that we

Proto ol Interfa e, be ause this API allows to spe ify

alled the

ustom proto ols for the

dierent kinds of MPI messages.
Ea h MPI messages of the appli ation, is implemented with one or several
messages of the underlying

ommuni ation system (BIP in our

ase). We dis-

tinguish two logi al kind of BIP messages that we use to implement MPI: the
 ontrol messages, and the large data messages.

3.1

Control messages

The

ontrol messages are sent dire tly to the network when the MPI internals

need to ex hange some

ontrol information. If the re eiver does not expe t a

ontrol message, it is stored in the queue of BIP. This queue is stati
onstant size). Even if the size of a

(i.e. of

ontrol message varies (depending on the

size of the data that are in luded or on the type of informations ex hanged by

1

The original MPI-BIP implementation worked around this with some tri ks.

the upper layers), an upper bound

an be determined. Hen e, the maximum

number of messages that the queue

an hold is known. To guarantee that we

do not send a number of messages greater than this maximum, a ow

ontrol

algorithm is used (see 3.5).
There are mainly four kind of

ontrol messages:

 small appli ation message (en apsulated in a ontrol message),
 request of transmission of a large message,
 a knowledgement, sent when the re eiver is ready for a requested transmission,


3.2

redits (used for ow

ontrol).

Large data messages

Large messages are used to transfer the user-data for MPI messages larger than
a xed threshold. Su h messages

annot get into a stati ally allo ated queue. As

des ribed below, a preliminary handshake with  ontrol messages is ne essary,
to ensure that the re eiver is ready before the user data is a tually sent.

3.3

The internal proto ols

MPICH originally implements three dierent proto ols on top of the Channel
Interfa e (see gure 2) des ribed in[7℄:

 short proto ol: data is added to the payload,
 eager proto ol: a ontrol message is sent, and the payload is sent separately
just after,

 rendez-vous proto ol: after sending a ontrol message, the sender must wait
an a knowledgement before sending the payload.
For MPI-BIP, we needed to partly modify these proto ols. First the eager protool is not usable with BIP (be ause it does not allow the destination to prepare
itself before the emission of the large message starts at the other end), instead
we repla ed it with a three-way proto ol that will either allo ate a temporary
buer on the re eiving side if the user did not post any mat hing re eive yet,
or will dire tly re eive into the user-buer. Then the rendez-vous proto ol has
been extended to allow the payload to be sent in several fragments separated by
a knowledgements to workaround the message size limitations of BIP.
The

orresponden e between MPI

ommuni ations and those three transmis-

sions is done with the following rules:

 MPI Syn hronous sends always use the rendez-vous proto ol,
 MPI Buered sends are managed by a generi

layer of MPICH and trans-

formed into Standard sends,

 MPI Standard and Ready sends use either the short proto ol, the three-way
proto ol or the rendez-vous proto ol depending on their size.
These rules determine

ompletely what kind of BIP messages will be needed to

implement a MPI message of the appli ation.

3.4

Request FIFOS

The proto ols above rely on the ability to do any number of non-blo king network operations (so no deadlo k is possible in their exe utions). We need some
additional me hanisms on top of BIP to ensure this non-blo king

apability on

the sending side for two reasons:

 BIP allows only to queue a limited number of asyn hronous sends, when the
maximum is rea hed we would need to wait before posting a new send.

 The ow ontrol me hanism for ontrol messages des ribed in the next se tion may prevent us to send immediately to a given destination.
When these situations o

ur, we put any new send request in a software FIFO, it

will be transformed into a BIP send later (upon re eiving ow
on

ontrol

redits, or

ompletion of previous sends). This software FIFO a tually allows to present

to the upper layers of MPI-BIP a virtual

ommuni ation systems supporting an

unlimited number of non-blo king sends.
We have to deal with a similar resour e limitation problem on re eption.
When re eiving a request for a large message, one of the requirements before
sending the a knowledgement, is to rst post the BIP re eive request. As only
a small number of simultaneous re eives
tag), we need a FIFO

an be posted with BIP (one for ea h

ontaining re eive requests that need to be delayed. If a

request is put into this FIFO, the

orresponding a knowledgement will only be

sent at the time the request goes out of the FIFO.

3.5

The ow

ontrol algorithm for the

ontrol messages

In order to avoid overow of the xed-size re eive queues of BIP, a
algorithm is used to manage the
A ma hine

i manages two

redit a

whi h is the number of messages
the number of

B (i

j

j

at a given time,

for whi h

ontrol message is send from

j ) is put

redit-based

j : C (i ! j )
B (i j ) and

ounts for ea h other ma hine

an send to

redits.

Ea h time a

B (i

i

onsumed messages from

orresponding
the value of

ontrol messages.

i

to

i

have not yet sent ba k

j : C (i ! j )

is de remented,

in a dedi ated header of the message, after whi h

j ) is reset to zero.
j , upon re eption of a ontrol message from i, the redit value in the
header is added to C (j ! i), and B (j
i) is in remented.
Let N be the number of redits for ea h peer of pro esses, (at all times we
have C (i ! j ) + B (j ! i) <= N ), on ma hine i, when B (i
j ) rea hes N 1,
we need to for e the emission of a  redits only ontrol message to j . In usual
On

appli ations, su h dedi ated messages will be very rare,
the header of other

Note that we must always reserve the last
 redits only

redits will go ba k in

ontrol messages.

ontrol message, so

N

redit for the eventuality of a

must be at least 2 (other  ontrol message

goes into the previously mentioned FIFO if

C (i ! j ) <= 1).
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Performan es measurements

Our LHPC

2 experimentation platform is made with 8 nodes, ea h with an Intel

Pentium Pro 200 MHz, 64Mbytes of RAM and a 440FX

hipsets, and a myrinet

board with LANai 4.1 and 256Kbytes of memory.

4.1

Point to point

ommuni ations

We ran point to point measurements for

ommuni ations between two Myrinet

onne ted Pentium-Pros running Linux. The performan e measurement method
uses the median of 100 experiments. They

onsist in round trip

ommuni ations:

the message is sent, the re eiver returns it only when it is fully re eived. The
one way timing is obtained by dividing the round trip timing by 2.
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forman e: bandwidth vs message size in logarithmi

s ale
Laten y Bandwidth

s)

(MBytes/s)

Intel Paragon (MPI)[7℄

40

70

IBM SP-2 (MPI)[4℄

35

35

T3D (MPI)[7℄

21

100

SGI Power CHallenge (MPI)[7℄)

(

N1=2

 7000
3262

 7000
 5000

47

55

Myrinet/Ppro200 (BIP)

5

126

4096

Myrinet/Ppro200 (MPI-BIP) 1st implementation from 1997

9

125

8192

Myrinet/Ppro200 (MPI-BIP) (with 10kb fragments)

9.5

66

3072

Myrinet/Ppro200 (MPI-BIP) (with 100kb fragments)

9.5

110

8000

Table 1. Comparison of

ommuni ation performan e with some parallel ar hite tures.

Figure 1 gives the bandwidth of MPI-BIP. Three artifa ts are

learly visible.

They mat h the 3 strategies used: small messages are sent dire tly; medium
messages are sent using the three-way proto ol of MPICH; big messages are
split into several fragments (10Kbytes for this experiment) using the rendez-vous
proto ol, (note that the frontier between three-way and rendez-vous
seen in the

2

annot be

ase of a ping-pong experiment).

Laboratoire pour les Hautes Performan es en Cal ul: a ooperation stru ture between
ENS-Lyon, région Rhnes Alpes, CNRS, INRIA and Matra Système Information.

These results are very good and our software puts the Myrinet network in
the range of the parallel ma hines as shown in Table 1. Note that although it
was the fastest, the original implementation from 1997 is now obsolete, be ause
of some MPI

4.2

onforman e problems.

Running the NAS ben hmarks

The NAS parallel ben hmarks (http://s

ien e.nas.nasa.gov/Software/NPB/)

are a set of parallel programs designed to

ompare the performan e of super-

omputers. Ea h program tries to test a given aspe t of parallel
that

omputation

ould be found in real appli ations. These ben hmarks are provided both

as single pro essor versions and parallel
ben hmarks (LU, IS and SP) and

run on 1, 4 and 8 nodes of our Myrinet
gives our measurements and
for parallel

omputers

odes using MPI. We sele ted 3 dierent

ompiled them with MPI-BIP. They are then
luster des ribed previously. The table 2

omparisons with several parallel

omputers. Data

ome from the NAS web site.

MPI-BIP on IBM
PPro 200

SP Cray

(66/WN)

T3E- SGI

900

Origin Sun

2000-195

En-

terprise
4000

Mop/s Speedup Mop/s Speedup Mop/s Speedup Mop/s Speedup Mop/s Speedup
IS  4 pro

2.44

4.5

2.2

3.1

3.2

N/A

2.1

3.8

1.6

IS  8 pro

2.11

8.8

2.0

5.6

3.8

N/A

2.4

8.6

1.5

3.8
6.9

LU  4 pro

23.68

6

59.0

3.7

67.6

N/A

96.8

N/A

36.9

4.1

LU  8 pro

22.73

11.6

57.2

7.1

66.4

N/A

103.3

N/A

37.3

8.4

SP  4 pro

10.10

3.4

42.1

3.6

43.0

N/A

60.3

N/A

25.0

3.7

Table 2. Performan e for NAS Ben hmarks on various platforms.

The speedup values summarized in the table 2 show the very good performan e of MPI-BIP and Myrinet. Super-linear speedups in our
explained by the large

ase

an be

a he size and the super-s alar ar hite ture of the PPro.

The behavior of MPI-BIP is ex ellent both for small messages and large messages. However, when a lot of

omputational power is needed (SP), a gap appears

between traditional parallel ma hines and our

luster: the weak oating-point

unit of the PPro 200 shows its limits!

5

Future works

Our work proves that the performan e gap between workstation lusters and parallel ma hines is nearly lled in. However, even if parallel ma hines are still more
powerful, COW based on inexpensive hardware has an unbeatable performan e
pri e ratio.
Our future work on MPI-BIP will investigate the in rease of the performan e
by implementing some of the ow

ontrol at the BIP level in the Network Inter-

fa e Card program. We would espe ially like to improve the throughput of MPI
and enable a better

ommuni ation/ omputation overlap and also get rid of the

performan e artifa ts.

We are trying to generalize our approa h with a new MPICH ar hite ture
that should ease the porting of MPI on new high speed network ar hite tures.
Furthermore, we are studying the modi ations needed at the BIP level to support e iently the MPI 2 fun tionalities. The software has been downloaded by
more than 110 dierent teams worldwide and resear her are using it for large
appli ations.
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